erential pairing between normal chromosomes was evichromosomes in normal splenocytes is not due to their dent. The preferential proximal association of T12 and random distribution in the interphase nucleus and per-T14 was confirmed with deconvolution microscopy and sists during mitosis. These observations demonstrate 3D reconstruction ( Figure 1C) . that the relative arrangement of chromosomes in the To probe the preferential relative position of these interphase nucleus can be conserved between normal chromosomes quantitatively, we used two independent and cancer cells and our data support the notion that methods of analysis: two-dimensional nearest-neighbor physical proximity facilitates rearrangements between analysis and direct distance measurements. In the nearchromosomes. 
method or distance measurements were independent of chromosome type. The frequency of proximal association between T12 and T14 was significantly above the of the fixation method used and were not due to nucleararchitecture distortion due to fixation because similar value expected for random placement of chromosomes in the nucleus in both data sets ( Figures 1E and 1G ). chromosome associations were observed in cells fixed with methanol:acetic acid or 4% paraformaldehyde (our The preferential pairing of T12 with T14 was the most significant contributor to the deviation from the exunpublished data).
To test whether the apparent proximity of T12-T14 pected value (p ϭ 7 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 for nearest-neighbor analysis; p ϭ 3.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 for distance measurements). All other was merely a chance phenomenon or whether pairing was due to nonrandom positioning within the nuclear possible pairings of visualized chromosomes were near or below the expected frequencies for a random distrispace, we performed statistical analysis by using contingency table analysis [17] (Figures 1E and 1G ; Tables S1 bution ( Figures 1E and 1G) . Simulations of chromosome distributions indicated that the somewhat larger voland S2 in the Supplementary Material available with this article online). For nearest-neighbor analysis, two umes of T12 and T14 could not account for their preferential pairing (our unpublished data). Taken together, chromosomes were defined as a proximal pair if more than 25% of their boundaries were within 1 m, which these observations demonstrate that in AT-13 cells the two translocated chromosomes are nonrandomly posicorresponds roughly to half a chromosome width. For distance measurements, a proximal pair was defined as tioned in close proximity to each other within the interphase nucleus. two chromosomes whose centers of mass were separated by less than 30% of the nuclear diameter. For both Physical proximity has been suggested to facilitate chromosome translocations by favoring exchanges beanalyses we tested the null hypothesis that proximalpair formation was random and occurred independently tween proximal chromosomes compared to distally lo- cated ones [14] . Therefore, chromosomes involved in the number expected if these three chromosomes were randomly arranged in the nucleus. For nearest-neighbor the translocations in AT-13 cells might be preferentially positioned in close proximity to each other in correanalysis, a chromosome cluster was defined as a chromosome triplet in which all chromosome pairs were sponding normal cells. To test this prediction, we analyzed the topological distribution of chromosomes 12, proximal (see Experimental Procedures). Correspondingly, for distance measurements, a cluster was defined 14, and 15 in normal mouse splenocytes (Figure 2) . Triple color painting of splenocytes showed that chromoas a triplet of three chromosomes all within a distance not larger than 30% of the nuclear diameter. This analysomes 12, 14, and 15 frequently formed a closely packed triplet cluster (Figures 2A and 2B) . Typically, a single sis confirmed our observation that in normal splenocytes 12-14-15 triplet clusters were significantly more 12-14-15 triplet cluster was observed in interphase nuclei, with the second copy of each chromosome a disfrequent than any other triplet combination of these three chromosomes ( Figure 2D , p ϭ 3.5 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 for neartance away (Figures 2A and 2B) taining a 12-14-15 cluster was approximately 50%,  whereas clusters containing chromosome 1 (1-12-14,  1-12-15, and 1-14-15) were typically found in only about 20% of cells (Table S9 in approximately 50% of cells in a population. We suggest that chromosomes occupy preferential relative posi-
